
   

   

  Classic Baby Boy Gift Basket
 
£61.82

OUT OF STOCK

Quick Overview
Our Classic Baby Boy wicker gift basket contains a selection of quality
gifts to welcome a new baby boy, making this gift a top selling gift in
our new baby gift selection. 

  Details
 
Our new baby hampers can't be beaten on quality and price. The Classic Baby Boy Gift Basket - although inexpensive - is no exception to the
rule. Inside we have included a beautiful organic blue cotton bodysuit by Frugi, the UK's top children's brand for ethical and organic clothing.
Baby boy also receives an Olive and Moss designer bib and an adorable elephant cuddly rattle toy from the internationally renowned plush
stuffed animals manufacturer Gund. Mum and Dad are also spoiled with Lily O'Briens Creamy Caramel & Chocolate Discs and a new baby
congratulations balloon. This collection of gifts for a new baby is arranged in a lovely wicker basket, before being gift wrapped and sent to
friends, family or colleagues to welcome the arrival of their newborn. A popular choice for those who want to acknowledge a new baby's birth
with an inexpensive gift option, and is available for quick next day delivery nationwide in the UK. It's always been our policy to only include the
best quality, branded toys, gifts and clothing in our baby gift baskets and hampers - making us stand apart from the competition. The hamper
basket itself is white painted wicker and lined in lovely fabric. Hand wrapped with pretty polka dot cellophane, decorated with hand tied new
baby ribbon, and accompanied by a New Baby gift card with your personal message.

Additional Information
 
Contents

Organic 100% Cotton Baby Boy Body Suit
Bandana Baby Boy Fashion Bib by Ziggle Baby
Gund Oh So Soft Puppy Rattle Toy
Lily O'Briens Creamy Caramel & Chocolate Discs 120g
It's A Boy Baby Air Filled Balloon on stick 9 inch
New Baby Boy Gift Card
Presented in Deep Fabric Lined Gift Basket
Gift wrapped and decorated in It's A Boy silk baby ribbon
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